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Abstract: Wireless networks have been widely deployed in the access network area due to 

their benefits such as convenience, mobility, and low cost. However, they still suffer from 

the main critical issues are lack of security and privacy threats. The Existing privacy-

preserving techniques such as Onion Routing in which the attackers easy to attack the 

messages in intermediate nodes. We propose a Network coding based privacy-preserving 

scheme With homomorphic encryption on Global Encoding Vectors (GEVs). It offers two 

significant privacy preserving features such as packet flow untraceability and message 

content confidentiality. Our objective is to achieve source anonymity by preventing traffic 

analysis and flow tracing attacks. With the employment of HEFs (Homomorphic Encryption 

Function) to GEVs, the confidentiality of messages is effectively guaranteed which makes 

difficult for the attackers to recover the GEVs. Even when some intermediate nodes are 

compromised the adversaries still cannot decrypt the GEVs because we employ message 

recoding at intermediate nodes based on network coding. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Wireless access network, such as Wi-Fi, have been widely deployed due to their convenience, 

portability and low cost. However, they still suffer inherent shortcomings such as limited radio coverage, 
poor system reliability, and the main critical issues of lack of security and privacy. Multi hop wireless 
networks have various kinds of attacks, such as data modification, node compromising, these attacks may 
have the security of MWNs. In some advanced attacks are traffic analysis and flow tracing, In this paper 
we focus on privacy issues, i.e., how to prevent the flow tracing and achieve source anonymity in MWNs. 
Consider the example of multicast communication in adhoc networks, where nodes can communicate 
with each other through multi hop packet forwarding. 

In existing system for privacy preserving solution such as onion routing schemes [1]. Onion routing is 
the mechanism of the sender and the receiver nodes communicate with each other. The privacy issue 
from a brand new perspective using network coding to achieve security service. 

Network coding was first introduced by Ahlswede. The two techniques are random coding and linear 
coding. The random coding makes network coding more practical, while the linear coding is proven to be 
sufficient and computationally efficient for network coding. Compared with conventional packet 
forwarding technologies, network coding offers by allowing and encouraging coding operation at 
intermediate forwarders. Some advantages such as potential throughput improvement, transmission 
energy minimization, and delay reduction. 

The network coding in MWNs can not only bring the above performance benefits, but also provide a 
feasible way to efficiently thwart the traffic analysis/flow tracing attacks since the coding/mixing 
operation is encouraged at intermediate nodes.  

Moreover, the unlink ability between incoming packets and out going packets, which is an important 
privacy property for preventing traffic analysis/flow tracing, can be achieved by mixing the incoming 
packets at intermediate nodes. 
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 A simple deployment of network coding cannot prevent traffic analysis/flow tracing since the explicit 
Global Encoding Vectors (GEVs, also known as tags) prefixed to the encoded messages provide a back 
door for adversaries to compromise the privacy of users. Once enough coded packets are collected, 
adversaries can easily recover the original packets and then conduct the attacks based on packets. A naive 
solution to address this vulnerability is to employ link-to-link encryption. This solution can prevent traffic 
analysis to a certain degree, but it introduces heavy computational overhead and thus results in 
significant performance degradation of the whole network system. Additionally, it cannot protect the 
privacy of users once some intermediate nodes are compromised by adversaries. Such deficiencies 
motivate us to explore an efficient privacy-preserving scheme for MWNs. 

 In this paper, based on network coding and Homomorphic Encryption Functions (HEFs). we propose 
an efficient privacy-preserving scheme for MWNs. Our objective is to achieve source anonymity by 
preventing traffic analysis and flow tracing. The proposed scheme offers the following attractive features: 

Efficiency 

 Due to the Homomorphism of HEFs, message recoding at intermediate nodes can be directly 
performed on encrypted GEVs and encoded messages, without knowing the decryption keys or 
performing expensive decryption operations on each incoming packet. 

High Invertible Probability 
 Linear network coding with huffman encoding algorithm are invertible with high probability. 

Theoretical analysis demonstrates that the influence of HEFs on the invertible probability of GEVs is 
negligible. Thus the random coding feature can be kept in our network coding based privacy-preservation 
scheme. 

PRELIMINARIES  
A) Network Coding 

 Network coding allows intermediate nodes to perform computation on incoming messages, making 
outgoing messages be the mixture of incoming ones. Network coding is a techinique, where instead of 
simply relaying the packets of information they receive, the node of a network will take several packets 
and combine them together for transmission. This can be used to attain the maximum possible 
information flow in a network. Network coding is a field of information theory and coding theory.  

B) Homomorphic Encryption Function 

 We used the homomorphic encryption function is highly efficiency and securable. In the Commander 
process, we using this for each packet encryption .Due to the Homomorphism of HEFs, message recoding 
at intermediate nodes can be directly performed on encrypted and encoded messages, without knowing 
the decryption keys or performing expensive decryption operations on each incoming packet. The 
performance evaluation on computational complexity demonstrates the efficiency of the proposed 
scheme.  

Homomorphic Encryption Functions (HEFs) have the property of homomorphism, which means 
operations on plaintext can be performed by operating on corresponding cipher text. It allow the complex 
mathematical operation to be performed on encrypted data without compromising the encryption. To 
offer confidentiality for the tags employment of homomorphic Encryption functions (HEFs) is used for 
making it difficult for attackers to recover the plaintext. 

C) Thread Models 

 We consider the following two attack models. 
Outside attacker: An outside attacker can examine the tags and message content, and thus link 

outgoing packets with incoming packets. Further, even if end-to-end encryption is applied to messages at 
a higher layer, it is still possible for a global outside attacker to trace packets by analyzing and comparing 
the message ciphertext. 

Inside attacker: An inside attacker may compromise several intermediate nodes. Link-to link 
encryption is vulnerable to inside attackers since they may already have obtained the decryption keys 
and thus the message plaintext can be easily recovered. Both inside and outside attackers may perform 
more advanced traffic analysis/flow tracing techniques, including size correlation, time correlation, and 
message content correlation. Adversaries can further explore these techniques to deduce the forwarding 
paths and thus to compromise user. 
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RELATED WORK 
  Several privacy-preserving schemes have been proposed, Onion-based schemes include Onion Routing 
and Onion Ring. The common feature of these schemes is to chain onion routers together to forward 
messages hop by hop to the intended recipient. Therefore, every intermediate onion router knows only 
about the router directly in front of and behind itself, respectively, which can protect user privacy if one 
or even several intermediate onion routers are compromised. 

 Network coding has privacy-preserving features, such as shaping, buffering, and mixing. However, 
network coding suffers from two primary types of attacks, pollution attacks and entropy attacks. 
Pollution attacks can be launched by un trusted nodes or adversaries through injecting faked messages or 
modifying authentic messages, which are fatal to the whole network due to the rapid propagation of 
pollution. 

In entropy attacks, adversaries forge non-innovative packets that are linear combinations of “stale” 
ones, thus reducing the overall network throughput. A new network coding security model and a 
construction of secure linear network code with huffman encoding are proposed. 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
The Proposed Privacy Preservation Scheme 

1) User Login 

 The user can send request to the server and the server can select the packet and send to the client. 

 
2) Homomorphic Encryption 

 In this module first perform the linear encoding by using Huffman Encoding algorithm. To offer 
confidentiality for the tags employment of homomorphic Encryption functions (HEFs) is used for making 
it difficult for attackers to recover the plaintext. We used the homomorphic encryption function is highly 
efficiency and securable. It allow the complex mathematical operation to be performed on encrypted data 
without compromising the encryption.  
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3) Intermediate Recoding 

 After receiving the number of packets an intermediate node can perform random linear coding using 
huffman encoding on this packets. Due to the Homomorphism of HEFs, message recoding at intermediate 
nodes can be directly performed on encrypted and encoded messages. Intermediate node has no 
knowledge of the corresponding decryption keys, it is difficult for the intermediate node to perform 
functions such as earliest decoding to get the original message content. However, due to the 
homomorphism of the encryption function, a linear transformation can be directly performed on the 
encrypted tags of the incoming packets to generate a new tag for the outgoing packet 

 
4) Enhanced Privacy against Traffic Analysis and Flow Tracing 

 The confidentiality of GEVs further brings the implicative benefit of the confidentiality of message 
content. Message decoding is only possible by using inverse GEV. With the employment of HEFs, the 
confidentiality of GEVs is effectively guaranteed, making it difficult for attackers to recover the plaintext. 
Unlike other packet-forwarding systems, network coding allows intermediate nodes to perform 
computation on incoming messages, making outgoing messages be the mixture of incoming ones. Flow 
tracing in the sense of the report about the alerting sensor.  

 
SECURITY ANALYSIS 

The generation number of a packet can be hidden in the secure routing scheme through link-to-link 
encryption. In this way, attackers cannot find the generation number of a packet for their further analysis. 
Notice that secure routing paths are only required to be established at the beginning of each session; 
during the packet transmission, secure routing paths are not required to change or re-established for 
each new generation.  
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CONCULSION 
In this paper, we have proposed an achieving security services for wireless network using network 

coding. With the light weight homomorphic encryption on Global Encoding Vector (GEVs), the proposed 
scheme offers two significant privacy-preserving features, packet flow untraceability and message 
content confidentiality. Moreover, the intermediate recoding further improve the privacy preservation 
and efficiency of the proposed scheme. 
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